Live Once, Serve Twice: Tennis Courts Reopened

During the past fifteen months, it was hard to find tennis courts ready to be played on. It's great news to tennis players that the elegant tennis set-up at the Country Club at Port de Plaisance is reopening with a bang.

All seven courts were completely resurfaced, new fencing was installed, and a pro-shop opened. The old floodlights have been replaced with the latest court illumination through LEDs.

Under new management, the tennis center at the Country Club positions itself as a club for island residents, with a monthly or annual membership fee.

The hospitality building in the center area will serve both as a club bar and restaurant, putting an enhanced emphasis on the social aspects of a tennis club.

Good to know for island visitors: day-passes are available at $15.

Stephane Szefuereneyi and Samuel Journet are the resident coaches. They are especially proud of their tennis clinic for children. Kids as young as four can attend a five-month course to lay the foundation for a lifelong fascination with the sport.

"To develop skills and to see if a child has exceptional talent, an early start is essential," says Stephane. "Maybe we find the next international tennis star right here in St. Maarten."

Full Article on Page 4
By Leslie Hickerson Full Article on Page 18
Continued on Page 6
Letter From the Editor
January 11, 2019

Thank you for choosing our publication to learn where to dine, shop, party and live the island life. Make sure to check out our centerfold island map, which is current and up to date.

We love to hear from you! On page 14 is an email that was sent into us, with a valid point regarding a multitude of items that need to be brought current after Hurricane Irma, which devastated our island sixteen months ago. If you come across something while on island, drop us a line. We will always ask permission before we publish.

As always, all our previous issues are available on the ST-MAARTEN.COM website. If you enjoyed our publication and would like to continue to read from home, wherever that may be, please use the QR code to the right to access our digital publication.

Enjoy the sunshine and refuge from the cold that St. Maarten/St-Martin provides. Wishing you a pleasant week.

Hilary Grant
Editor

Online Portal
For in-depth information about our island, consult ST-MAARTEN.COM - the official online portal. Please use the convenient QR codes with any smart phone to access individual pages directly.

What does the number on each advertisement stand for?
Please refer to the map on Pages 10/11. Regions of the island are marked with a number which corresponds to the number you see on ads.

Emergency Phone Numbers
Dutch Side
Ambulance: 912 or +1 721 542 2111
Hospital: 910 or +1 721 543-1111
Police: 911 or +1 721 542-2222
Fire Department: 919 or +1 721 545-4222

French Side
Ambulance: +590 (590) 52 00 52
Hospital: +590 (590) 52 26 29
Police: +590 (590) 87 88 33

Entire Island
24 Hour Emergency Pharmacy:
+1 721 581-6243
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Party Like a Local with the Sint Maarten Events Pub Crawl

Explore St. Maarten's best bars and restaurants in an organized manner with a great group of people! The Sint Maarten Pub Crawl offers the best possible way to meet and greet other tourists and locals. Ride in a comfortable party bus that will visit five different bars. Each location offers you a cooling welcome drink, something to nibble on and show you how to party; St. Maarten style. Every stop we make has their own vibe, allowing you to experience the fun and variety in a St. Maarten party night.

Don't miss out! Reserve in advance as space is limited! Whatsapp: +1 721 553-8820
Email: events@st-maarten.com

*Pub Crawl stops are subject to change. Don't worry, we will keep the party going if change is required!
Get Your Caffeine Fix in Style

They serve a plethora of options for coffee drinkers ranging from hot to cold, espresso to cappuccino and everything in between. Not a coffee drinker? Do not despair—there is a variety of choices for you as well.

Want to enjoy a delicious and freshly made pastry to go with your beverage of choice? Mouthwatering, delightful selections are beautifully displayed in their glass counter. This local hangout creates pastry masterpieces— including scrumptious tiered cakes.

Coffee Lounge is popular amongst St. Maarten locals of all ages. Including business professionals as a daytime escape, giving the term ‘coffee break’ a new meaning. Coffee Lounge offers a private room that can be booked for business meetings or similar.

Tucked away upstairs close to the head of Front Street by Jump Up Casino in Philipsburg, amidst bars, restaurants and the shopping mecca of St. Maarten; is The Coffee Lounge. Walking into this establishment you will be greeted by the aroma of a freshly brewed cup of Joe. Truly a coffee lover’s paradise.

Whether you are looking for a pick me up on a shopping break, need to have a quick meeting, or like to enjoy a beverage while catching up on your latest novel, The Coffee Lounge is what you are looking for.

Businesses like this are why there is no need for international chains on Sint Maarten— The Coffee Lounge staff are experts in ensuring that you enjoy your time on SXM, one sip at a time.

Proudly showcasing local coffee brand
Coffee Lounge doesn't just pour cups of coffee, they roast their beans in house and are creating the island's first local coffee brand.
Wetzel's Pretzels St. Maarten: More Than Just Pretzels

People frequently base their food choices on cravings; and sometimes, you just crave a soft, warm pretzel with cheese sauce to dip it in. Is your mouth watering?

You are in luck. Have the taste of home that you desire while on vacation at St. Maarten’s very own, Wetzel’s Pretzels.

Wetzel’s Pretzels is located at 4 N. Debrot Straat in Philipsburg, across the street from Dutch St. Maarten’s Post Office. Each and every pretzel is made from scratch daily, hand rolled and baked to get the perfect pretzel texture.

Toppings for the perfect Wetzel’s Pretzel in-
clude cinnamon and sugar called the Sinful Cinnamon pretzel, pepperoni in the Pepperoni Twist, and for the pretzel purist: The Original; which consists of butter and crunchy salt.

Don’t forget to add a dipping sauce to create a completely delightful bite.

Also available are the Wetzel Bitez, which are perfect for sharing, and Wetzel Dogs which are hot dogs wrapped in pretzel; genius!

Make it a meal with a refreshingly cold drink, or even enjoy a slice of pizza. This delightful treat serves as a great snack, and an even better lunch.

---

Susan Erwin Prowse & Cliff Prowse
Tuesdays - Sundays
Church On Monday
featuring What the Funk

Located behind the Hollywood Casino in Pelican Key

Enjoy Live Music Nightly
Voted "Best Live Music Venue" on St. Maarten!

Open 7 Days a Week
Doors open 8PM, all shows start 9PM
Tel: +1 721 52- PIANO (74266)
"Tennis is a sport where the proper technique is fundamental", adds Samuel. "It's best to start the sport with professional coaching. This way, a novice avoids developing bad habits which are very difficult to correct later."

If you would like to learn more about improving your tennis skills or about hooking up with other players, visit The Country Club at Port de Plaisance. Enter the property from Union Road in Cole Bay where the large sign indicated the entrance to the Princess Casino.

The Country Club is located right next to the casino building - you can't miss the tennis courts.

Please inquire at the front desk for details.
The Caribbean Gem Brought to Life by MarahLago

Gemstones are found around the world, and the Caribbean is no exception. The Dominican Republic is proud to be home to a blue variety of Pectolite, you would know it by its trade name: Larimar. This rich deep-
osit was found in 1974 by Miguel Mendez and Norman Rilling.

The name Larimar derives from a shortened form of ‘Larissa’, Lari, and the Spanish word mar meaning ‘sea’. Larissa was the eldest daughter of Miguel and is fortunate to have this stunning blue gemstone named after her.

Larimar is a softer gem, and requires care when cleaning, storing and wearing. The gem world would equate the toughness of this jewel to Jade. The colors range from white to a blue that reminds us of the Caribbean waters, and the Dominican Republic has the finest colors in the world (Larimar is also found in Québec, Canada).

MarahLago is one of the prestigious brands that have high quality Larimar used in jewelry, from earrings to bracelets.

Because Larimar was formed in the heart of a volcano, most natural Larimar contains some sort of ‘flaw’. MarahLago uses less than one percent of all the mined gem for use in their jewelry. This easily explains the difference in quality between this brand and others. The company boasts trained craftsmen that precisely inspect and cut every gemstone to guarantee they are free of inclusions, crack, areas of discoloration, dullness and other signs of low-grade Larimar.

So, when you visit Front Street, head into one of the jewelry stores and ask to see this icy blue treasure.
The Unique St. Maarten/St-Martin Crossword Puzzle

Find out if you are a truly knowledgeable about our region and its culture, history and geography

Please enjoy another edition of our crossword puzzle. You will notice that all questions are rooted in the Caribbean hemisphere and might take a bit of research to answer if you haven't spent much time here. It also means: the answers are valid for St. Maarten/St-Martin and the neighboring islands. For example, if we ask for an island directly to the North of our location, it can only be Anguilla.

If you try to solve the puzzle as a visitor to our island and you get stuck: don't be shy! Approach a local and ask. You might find they struggle to answer as well. Or strike up an interesting conversation and learn a bit about our very unique region.

Mistakes do happen, even though our puzzle is produced right here on the island. If you detect an error, drop us a line at info@st-maarten.com.

But please be aware that some of the questions are a bit tricky on purpose. Good luck!

Puzzle Solution on Page 17
Find Shopping, Activities and Services Here

**1. THE ART BOX**
...more than a gallery

Open Monday to Saturday 10am to 6pm

**2. ADULT TOY BOX**
TOYS FOR BIG KIDS

Three Palm Plaza - Welfare Road, Cole Bay
(1-721) 544 2412
www.AdultToyBox.info

**3. ICON**
Men's clothing & accessories

MARIGOT

**4. EYE LAND OPTIQUE**
Optical Store

Promenade Mall
44 Front Street
(Opposite of the Horizon View Hotel)

Call
+590 690 36 64 65
Email
eyelandoptic.sxm@gmail.com

Visitors: Emergency Repairs Available

**5. INCREDIBLE FITNESS & MORE**

Rhine Road 146 - Cupecoy
CALL 599 560 4153

**6. JOJUNIE TOURS**
Take an island tour to experience the magic of St. Maarten/St-Martin

Air-Conditioned Vans - Passionate Guides - Free Beverages - Free home made rum punch - Free hotel pick-up - Tour Service

CALL: +1 721 527 4496
Email: jojunietours@gmail.com

**7. NORMA'S ART STUDIO**

- Original oil paintings
- Abstract and figurative work
- Meet the artist at work

Open from 9 am to noon and 3 pm to 5 pm
or by appointment

Call +590 690 10 64 65
Email norma.s@gmx.net

**8. SIMPSON BAY PHARMACY**

www.sxmpharmacy.com

**9. SIMPSON BAY YACHT CLUB**

Welfare Road #66, Cole Bay
+1 721 544-3653

Caribbean Mariner

CALL (+599) 690 48 49 33
www.caribbeanmariner.com

**10. Massages, Facials, Body Scrubs, Body Wraps, Waxing, Manicure & Pedicure, Eyebrow and Eyelash Tint, Sauna, Organic Skin Care, Gift Shop**

**11. TOPPER'S RHUM DISTILLERY TOURS**

St. Maarten's newest attraction
BOOK YOUR TOUR TODAY
+1 721 520-0008

TOPPERSRHUMTOURS.COM

**12. Secluded Beaches**
Best Snorkeling Spots
Deserted Islands

**13. ST-MARTIN ANGUILLA ST. BARTHS**
Visit the Island's Party and Dining Hot Spots

1. **St. Maarten’s Best International Restaurant**
   - Steak • Seafood • Pasta
   - +1 721 544-3500
   - SXMTOPPERS.COM

2. **The Boon**
   - ‘Right on pristine Simpson Bay Beach!’
   - Casual Gourmet Bistro
   - Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner (8 AM to 10 PM)
   - 117 Simpson Bay Road, Simpson Bay
   - Call +1 721 545-3070 for reservation

3. **MARIO BISTROT**
   - ‘Blend of French, Asian and Caribbean cuisine’
   - Marina and Lagoon View Dining
   - Open for dinner (Sunday Lunch)
   - (Mon.-Sat. 6 PM to 10 PM/Sun. lunch only)
   - Porto Cupecoy at the Yacht Harbour
   - Call +1 721 523-2760 for reservation

4. **Snoopy’s**
   - Bar and Restaurant at the Bridge to Snoopy Island
   - Great food, great Happy Hour, live entertainment!
   - Welfare Road, Simpson Bay, St. Maarten
   - Call for Reservation +1 721 580-4202

5. **The Boon**
   - ‘Best chicken wings & other comfort food’
   - Restaurant – Full Bar – Sports Screens
   - Open for Lunch and Dinner
   - At the Paradise Mall – Welfare Road
   - Call 1 721 556-7229 for reservation

6. **81 Boulevard de Grand Case**
   - For Reservations Call +590 590 290 829 or +590 890 836 144

7. **mélange**
   - Steaks • Seafood • Grille
   - ‘Only Tabletop BBQ Grill Restaurant’
   - Open 5.30 PM to late
   - At the Princess Casino in Port de Plaisance
   - Call +1 721 526-4049 for reservation
   - EASY PARKING
   - www.MelangeSXM.com

8. **Orient Village Plantation Restaurant & Lounge**
   - "Opening Hours"
   - Tuesday - Sunday
   - Breakfast 8am - 10am
   - Lunch 12pm - 3pm
   - Dinner 6pm - 9.30pm
   - Mondays CLOSED!
   - @PlantationSXM
Two Amazing Happy Hour Deals

There are two remarkable Happy Hour deals available, and they deserve to be promoted.

**Wasabi Charlie** rephrased Happy Hour into Sumo Hours between the time of 5 PM and 7 PM; not only are drinks discounted, but several of their specialty rolls can be ordered as treats of just $5 each! You can’t beat this for an early post-beach sushi fix.

Wasabi Charlie is located on Welfare Road in Simpson Bay (Cole Bay), right next to Pineapple Pete.

$1 Heineken -Rush Hour

**Nowhere Special** is shaking up the Happy Hour world with the Heineken Rush Hour from 5 PM to 6 PM, where a draught beer is only $1! Through the hours of 4 PM to 7 PM, they still run their ‘regular’ Happy Hour, with two for one on house mix drinks, frozen drinks, and beers. Several appetizers are available at reduced prices.

Nowhere Special is located on Welfare Road in Simpson Bay, close to the infamous draw bridge.

---

**Sushi, Teppanyaki & International Cuisine**

FOR RESERVATIONS OR TAKE OUT CALL 1 (721) 544-2323
Open 5 PM to 11 PM - Closed Tuesday
Welfare Road - Simpson Bay - Right next to Pineapple Pete
Was This Your Thought Too?

We love and appreciate hearing feedback from our readers! This one in particular had a valid point about the rehab of our island- one that was so important we felt it necessary to share it and hope that the powers that be read his words.

Please note that our map located in the center of every issue is up to date, as is our advertisers in our publication and on our web portal: ST-MAARTEN.COM.

We hope this letter inspires our fellow map-makers to bring theirs current as well and bring us one step closer to providing quality and accurate information to our island guests.

“I was particularly interested in your comments about TripAdviser. I travel a lot and have written several hundred restaurant reviews, including quite a few in SXM (mostly on the French side). My favourite by far is Le Cottage in Grand Case. I don’t think false reviews are common and they are usually fairly easy to identify.

But my reason for communicating is to point out that TripAdviser is not the only problem. The island is littered with maps and brochures that have not been updated for the effects of Irma. I appreciate the tremendous problems the Irma has presented, but the island’s economy depends on tourists, so why confuse them?

I am looking at a map prominently dated 2019 that shows one location for the Carrefour supermarket as Union Road, complete with opening hours! As you know, this no longer exists. Surely all tourist maps could be updated. Also, the official tourism site does not do a good job of updating what is new and what is reopening. I gave up using their site months ago because it was always months out of date. I June, the latest update was February, as I recall. Yesterday, I picked up a map that advertised the Tastevin restaurant.

This is, I think, our fifteenth visit to SXM and we are enjoying it immensely. We are astounded at the recovery in Orient Bay, which, except for most of the restaurants right on the beach are all back in business as good as ever, as well as some new ones. Grand Case and Marigot have not made nearly so much progress, with the result that even the places that have reopened have lost much of the ambiance at street level that they used to have.

The Marigot marina is an appalling mess except for two lone restaurants and in Grand Case, the beach side is still mostly devastation. Open are only the Lolos and The Rainbow Café and Temps des Cerises (new since our last visit) at the far end.

I wish you well for a continued recovery and pray that you are not visited by another hurricane during this period.”

–David S.
Adventures in Sex and Dating in St. Maarten
A Regular Column by Leslie Hickerson

Still, neither one was ready to say goodnight.

As their friends and crew trickled away the couple began getting tossed out of bars for indecent behavior (on St. Maarten that says a lot). That must mean it was time to call it a night and head home, right?

Nope, this couple was very determined, wasted and of course hot and bothered. The last bar that said it was time to go was Topper’s, so the couple stumbled over to the building next door. Have you ever noticed there are pillars along the wall of Booze It Up?

Well, one of these was an adequate hiding spot for the liquored-up boaters who decided it would have to do. After the very public deed both went off to their separate beds and never got together again.

Sometimes lust is stronger than your more sensible thoughts, but normally with the hangover comes the realization that you should have just booked a hotel!

Liam and Lisa weren’t exactly dating… they just met on the island and were both passing through for work. They saw each other out at the same bar here and there and began to flirt back and forth.

One night they were several shots deep and both ready to crank things up, there was only one problem. Each of them was working on a boat and couldn’t bring someone back to their crew cabin, where having an audience and space to throw down your best moves were both an issue.
Serving Up Tasty Southwestern Flavors for Almost Two Decades

Tucked away in Simpson Bay Yacht Club is one of the Dutch side’s best kept secrets—secret in the sense that it is a tropical hideaway that serves the only authentic Tex-Mex cuisine on St. Maarten. Owner Jimbo, has been on island for over 30 years, operating a restaurant on the French St-Martin first, and finally landed in the current oasis in 2003.

as dried chili pods, necessary for authentic Tex-Mex flavors originating in New Mexico.

We also make our own ‘Jimbo’s Island Fire’ hot sauce with Habaneros and utilize Chipotles with numerous items on our menu."

Jimbo’s has been voted #1 Mexican Restaurant 12 years in a row, as well as Jimbo himself named ‘Restaurateur of the Year’ by the SHTA, St. Maarten’s hospitality and tourism association. Jimbo is quick to add that much of the restaurant’s success is due to his staff, which is much more like a family.

"JimboJames Morris

Jimbo experienced the two hurricanes that have left a lasting mark on our small island: Luis and Irma.

“As far as speaking about Irma, it is behind us and I just want to focus on being positive and help SXM get back on her feet. I’d really like to thank all our St. Maarten “family” of friends that considers St. Maarten their second home and sincerely care about our safety and well-being – they have made surviving Irma worth it.”

Sixteen years is a long time for a business to survive and thrive on St. Maarten/St-Martin. So, what is the secret to Jimbo’s success?

“We’ve never stopped developing the flavors or freshness of our dishes and continue to enhance. We import the peppers

The most popular dishes on the menu include ‘fall of da bone’ baby back ribs that are roasted in the oven for four to five hours, ‘stuffed grouper’ that has a delish lobster cream sauce and the ‘sizzling fajitas’ that are marinated in a house-made marinade.

And of course, it wouldn’t be an island treasure let alone authentic Tex-Mex without a frozen margarita. The only thing you have to decide; do you want it served in a glass, fish bowl or pitcher?"
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NOWHERE
SPECIAL
Rum Bar & Grill™

LUNCH & DINNER

In Search of Caribbean Flavors?

Nowhere Special offers incredible menu items which include Caribbean lobster, traditional stewed oxtail, conch fritters, grouper creole, and so much more.

Along with the best Johnny cakes, fried plantain and funchi you’ll ever find on the island.

Best Happy Hour

Happy Hour Daily from 4 PM to 7 PM
2 for 1 on all house mixes, beers and frozen drinks
Reduced prices on appetizers
HEINEKEN RUSH HOUR from 5 PM to 6 PM:
$1 for one Heineken Beer!

NEAR THE SIMPSON BAY BRIDGE
*KITCHEN OPENS AT 11 AM

NOWHERE SPECIAL DISCOUNT VOUCHER

10% OFF

VALID FOR LUNCH & DINNER

INFO OR RESERVATION: 721.544.2440

EXPIRATION DATE: MAY 15, 2019
Self Defense at Renzo Gracie Jiu Jitsu St. Maarten

Continued from Page 1

By Leslie Hickerson

As a woman who has traveled around the globe throughout my adult life I have learned that there are several things that are true no matter where you live. For example; paying your taxes always sucks, vacation can never come fast enough, and you can always find at least one person that is looking to take advantage of someone.

It was just a few years ago when I was walking to work at 6 AM that a man grabbed me and tried to pull me to the side of the road and undress me. When I fought back he hit me and even though I screamed, no one came out to help. I was very lucky that whatever drugs the man had taken kept him from using his full force against me, and I was able to get away. Several people told me not to bother reporting the event to the police as nothing would come of it. One person even told me that I shouldn’t have hit the man because that just made him angrier.

St. Maarten is a very safe place and I have ever felt like I couldn’t walk home alone or live by myself. Unfortunately in today’s world there are just too many ‘bad’ people out there for any place to be 100% safe. Maybe you have heard of an incident similar to mine, maybe you know someone who wasn’t as lucky as I was. The impact this event had on me was to make me more aware of my surroundings and desperate to learn how to protect myself if anything like this were to happen again.

Fortunately for me last November an amazing self-defense series was offered at SXM BJJ by owner Melissa Bardfield and coach John Munoz. In the course I learned a series of techniques that can be used in the event of unwanted physical contact. Now they will be offering a new series starting on the 15th of January, 2019.

SXM BJJ is an affiliate of the Renzo Gracie Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Academy headquartered in New York. This means that Bardfield’s academy has the honor of being associated with one of the most prestigious martial arts academies in the world. Jiu Jitsu is a martial art that focuses mainly on ground-based techniques. The practices used in this style make it possible for someone that is smaller in size to defend against a larger attacker, and are common moves in popular MMA fights.

“I think Jiu Jitsu is a fantastic martial art for self defense because it relies on leverage and techniques more than brute strength. It can show women that they are stronger than they think and it can also show men that strength is not as important as they think,” says Bardfield who has been training in Jiu Jitsu for the last thirteen years.

In November of 2018, SXM BJJ began offering a self-defense class series for students twice a week throughout the month. Students were taught basic defense moves both standing and on the ground by John Munoz, a black belt in Aikido. These moves are simple, do not require great strength, and can be practiced individually to maintain muscle memory. Each session we spent time reviewing techniques from previous lessons and breaking down new ones.

This is not the first set of self-defense classes taught at SXM BJJ. Since 2015, they have been offering a Special Needs self-defense class. This began first as a seminar through the SXM DOET foundation that had such a wonderful turn out the team opened it up as a regular course.

“We had the opportunity to invite a black belt from Brazil with years of experience of teaching Jiu Jitsu to students with Down syndrome to help us get started. We created a program to teach basic self-defense as we felt there was a need for it. We grew to also teach students on the Autism spectrum,” says Bardfield. This class runs on Saturdays from 10:30-11:15 AM.

The new series of self-defense courses for teens and adults begins on January 15th. The classes will be held every Tuesday and Thursday from 6:45-7:45 PM until February 14th. The total price for the 10 sessions will be $80, or a single class for only $15.

“We encourage people to join for all the sessions as the techniques will review and build on the previous week’s lessons.” These courses are great for beginners and a stepping stone that can lead to practicing the full martial art.

For more information or to sign-up contact the team at info@sxmbjj.com or call +1 721 544-4444.
Commit to the Calling

For almost four decades, American University of the Caribbean School of Medicine’s faculty and staff have been working to transform hard-working and determined students into highly skilled, disciplined, and compassionate doctors.

Learn more at aucmed.edu
Take home our jewelry, have it appraised, then pay us!

That's Right! We are so confident of the unsurpassed quality and value of our jewelry that we shall let you go home with it, have it appraised, and send us payment after and only after you are completely satisfied. If for any reason you are not satisfied, simply ship it back to our office in New York or Los Angeles.

If you don’t know jewelry... know your jeweler!

Shiva's
GOLD & GEMS

75 Front Street, Philipsburg, Sint Maarten
Tel.: +1 721 542-5946 Email: sxm@shivasjewelers.com
www.shivasjewelers.com